
 
 
Sull’etica mondiale grava la giustificazione storica dei bombardamenti atomici di Hiroshima 
e Nagasaki, di cui si è trattato in Mantovani Fabio, L’ombra di Hiroshima sull’etica mondiale 
in http://www.biosferanoosfera.it/it/articoli  

Nell’articolo qui riportato, Daniel Ellsberg – una delle coscienze più sensibili e coraggiose de-
gli USA – ricorda quei tragici eventi del 1945 e sottolinea la pericolosità dell’atteggiamento di 
acquiescenza della “verità ufficiale”. 

A p. 11 la sintesi in italiano del contenuto dell’articolo e a p. 13 un commento.  

Nel testo originale, sono evidenziate le parti più interessanti. 

 

 

  

HIROSHIMA DAY:  
AMERICA HAS BEEN ASLEEP AT THE WHEEL FOR 64 YEARS 

[Hiroshima Day: l’America dorme al volante da 64 anni] 
 

Daniel Ellsberg1 

 

It was a hot August day in Detroit. I was standing on a street corner downtown, 
looking at the front page of The Detroit News in a news rack. I remember a 
streetcar rattling by on the tracks as I read the headline: A single American 
bomb had destroyed a Japanese city. My first thought was that I knew exactly 
what that bomb was. It was the U-235 bomb we had discussed in school and 
written papers about, the previous fall.  

I thought: “We got it first. And we used it. On a city.” 

I had a sense of dread, a feeling that some-
thing very ominous for humanity had just 
happened. A feeling, new to me as an Ameri-
can, at 14, that my country might have made 
a terrible mistake. I was glad when the war 
ended nine days later, but it didn’t make me 
think that my first reaction on Aug. 6 was 
wrong. 

Unlike nearly everyone else outside the 
Manhattan Project, my first awareness of the 
challenges of the nuclear era had occurred—
and my attitudes toward the advent of nuclear 
weaponry had formed—some nine months 
earlier than those headlines, and in a crucially 

different context.   

It was in a ninth-grade social studies class in the fall of 1944. I was 13, a boarding student on full 
scholarship at Cranbrook, a private school in Bloomfield Hills, Mich. Our teacher, Bradley Patter-
                                                 
1 L’articolo si trova in http://www.huffingtonpost.com/daniel-ellsberg/hiroshima-day-america-has_b_252899.html  
  Un esauriente profilo dell’Autore è in http://www.rightlivelihood.org/daniel-ellsberg.html  
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son, was discussing a concept that was familiar then in sociology, William F. Ogburn’s notion of 
“cultural lag.”  

The idea was that the development of technology regularly moved much further and faster in human 
social-historical evolution than other aspects of culture: our institutions of government, our values, 
habits, our understanding of society and ourselves. Indeed, the very notion of “progress” referred 
mainly to technology. What “lagged” behind, what developed more slowly or not at all in social ad-
aptation to new technology was everything that bore on our ability to control and direct technology 
and the use of technology to dominate other humans.  

To illustrate this, Mr. Patterson posed a potential advance in technology that might be realized soon. 
It was possible now, he told us, to conceive of a bomb made of U-235, an isotope of uranium, 
which would have an explosive power 1,000 times greater than the largest bombs being used in the 
war that was then going on. German scientists in late 1938 had discovered that uranium could be 
split by nuclear fission, in a way that would release immense amounts of energy. 

Several popular articles about the possibility of atomic bombs and specifically U-235 bombs ap-
peared during the war in magazines like The Saturday Evening Post. None of these represented 
leaks from the Manhattan Project, whose very existence was top-secret. In every case they had been 
inspired by earlier articles on the subject that had been published freely in 1939 and 1940, before 
scientific self-censorship and then formal classification had set in. Patterson had come across one of 
these wartime articles. He brought the potential development to us as an example of one more pos-
sible leap by science and technology ahead of our social institutions.   

Suppose, then, that one nation, or several, chose to explore the possibility of making this into a 
bomb, and succeeded. What would be the probable implications of this for humanity? How would it 
be used, by humans and states as they were today? Would it be, on balance, bad or good for the 
world? Would it be a force for peace, for example, or for destruction? We were to write a short es-
say on this, within a week. 

I recall the conclusions I came to in my paper after thinking about it for a few days. As I remember, 
everyone in the class had arrived at much the same judgment. It seemed pretty obvious. 

The existence of such a bomb—we each concluded—would be bad news for humanity. Mankind 
could not handle such a destructive force. It could not control it, safely, appropriately. The power 
would be “abused”: used dangerously and destructively, with terrible consequences. Many cities 
would be destroyed entirely, just as the Allies were doing their best to destroy German cities with-
out atomic bombs at that very time, just as the Germans earlier had attempted to do to Rotterdam 
and London. Civilization, perhaps our species, would be in danger of destruction. 

It was just too powerful. Bad enough that bombs already existed that could destroy a whole city 
block. They were called “block-busters”: 10 tons of high explosive. Humanity didn’t need the pros-
pect of bombs a thousand times more powerful, bombs that could destroy whole cities.  

As I recall, this conclusion didn’t depend mainly on who had the Bomb, or how many had it, or 
who got it first. And to the best of my memory, we in the class weren’t addressing it as something 
that might come so soon as to bear on the outcome of the ongoing war. It seemed likely, the way the 
case was presented to us, that the Germans would get it first, since they had done the original sci-
ence. But we didn’t base our negative assessment on the idea that this would necessarily be a Nazi 
or German bomb. It would be a bad development, on balance, even if democratic countries got it 
first.   

After we turned in our papers and discussed them in class, it was months before I thought of the is-
sues again. I remember the moment when I did, on a street corner in Detroit. I can still see and feel 
the scene and recall my thoughts, described above, as I read the headline on Aug. 6.  
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I remember that I was uneasy, on that first day and in the days ahead, about the tone in President 
Harry Truman’s voice on the radio as he exulted over our success in the race for the Bomb and its 
effectiveness against Japan. I generally admired Truman, then and later, but in hearing his an-
nouncements I was put off by the lack of concern in his voice, the absence of a sense of tragedy, of 
desperation or fear for the future. It seemed to me that this was a decision best made in anguish; and 
both Truman’s manner and the tone of the official communiqués made unmistakably clear that this 
hadn’t been the case. 

Which meant for me that our leaders didn’t have the picture, didn’t grasp the significance of the 
precedent they had set and the sinister implications for the future. And that evident unawareness 
was itself scary. I believed that something ominous had happened; that it was bad for humanity that 
the Bomb was feasible, and that its use would have bad long-term consequences, whether or not 
those negatives were balanced or even outweighed by short-run benefits.  

Looking back, it seems clear to me my reactions then were right. 

Moreover, reflecting on two related themes that have run through my life since then—intense ab-
horrence of nuclear weapons, and more generally of killing women and children—I’ve come to 
suspect that I’ve conflated in my emotional memory two events less than a year apart: Hiroshima 
and a catastrophe that visited my own family 11 months later.   

On the Fourth of July, 1946, driving on a hot afternoon on a flat, straight road through the corn-
fields of Iowa—on the way from Detroit to visit our relatives in Denver—my father fell asleep at 
the wheel and went off the road long enough to hit a sidewall over a culvert that sheared off the 
right side of the car, killing my mother and sister.   

My father’s nose was broken and his forehead was cut. When a highway patrol car came by, he was 
wandering by the wreckage, bleeding and dazed. I was inside, in a coma from a concussion, with a 
large gash on the left side of my forehead. I had been sitting on the floor next to the back seat, on a 
suitcase covered with a blanket, with my head just behind the driver’s seat. When the car hit the 
wall, my head was thrown against a metal fixture on the back of the driver’s seat, knocking me out 
and opening up a large triangular flap of flesh on my forehead. I was in coma for 36 hours. My legs 
had been stretched out in front of me across the car and my right leg was broken just above the 
knee. 

My father had been a highway engineer in Nebraska. He said that highway walls should never have 
been flush with the road like that, and later laws tended to ban that placement. This one took off the 
side of the car where my mother and sister were sitting, my sister looking forward and my mother 
facing left with her back to the side of the car. My brother, who came to the scene from Detroit, said 
later that when he saw what was left of the car in a junkyard, the right side looked like steel wool. It 
was amazing that anyone had survived. 

My understanding of how that event came about—it wasn’t entirely an accident, as I heard from my 
father, that he had kept driving when he was exhausted—and how it affected my life is a story for 
another time. But looking back now, at what I drew from reading the Pentagon Papers later and on 
my citizen’s activism since then, I think I saw in the events of August 1945 and July 1946, uncon-
sciously, a common message. I loved my father, and I respected Truman. But you couldn’t rely en-
tirely on a trusted authority—no matter how well-intentioned he was, however much you admired 
him—to protect you, and your family, from disaster. You couldn’t safely leave events entirely to the 
care of authorities. Some vigilance was called for, to awaken them if need be or warn others. They 
could be asleep at the wheel, heading for a wall or a cliff. I saw that later in Lyndon Johnson and in 
his successor, and I’ve seen it since. 

But I sensed almost right away, in August 1945 as Hiroshima and Nagasaki were incinerated, that 
such feelings—about our president, and our Bomb—separated me from nearly everyone around me, 
from my parents and friends and from most other Americans. They were not to be mentioned. They 
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could only sound unpatriotic. And in World War II, that was about the last way one wanted to 
sound. These were thoughts to be kept to myself.   

Unlikely thoughts for a 14-year-old American boy to have had the week the war ended? Yes, if he 
hadn’t been in Mr. Patterson’s social studies class the previous fall. Every member of that class 
must have had the same flash of recognition of the Bomb, as they read the August headlines during 
our summer vacation. Beyond that, I don’t know whether they responded as I did, in the terms of 
our earlier discussion.   

But neither our conclusions then or reactions like mine on Aug. 6 stamped us as gifted prophets. 
Before that day perhaps no one in the public outside our class—no one else outside the Manhattan 
Project (and very few inside it)—had spent a week, as we had, or even a day thinking about the im-
pact of such a weapon on the long-run prospects for humanity.   

And we were set apart from our fellow Americans in another important way. Perhaps no others out-
side the project or our class ever had occasion to think about the Bomb without the strongly biasing 
positive associations that accompanied their first awareness in August 1945 of its very possibility: 
that it was “our” weapon, an instrument of American democracy developed to deter a Nazi Bomb, 
pursued by two presidents, a war-winning weapon and a necessary one—so it was claimed and al-
most universally believed—to end the war without a costly invasion of Japan.   

Unlike nearly all the others who started thinking about the new nuclear era after Aug. 6, our atti-
tudes of the previous fall had not been shaped, or warped, by the claim and appearance that such a 
weapon had just won a war for the forces of justice, a feat that supposedly would otherwise have 
cost a million American lives (and as many or more Japanese).  

For nearly all other Americans, whatever dread they may have felt about the long-run future of the 
Bomb (and there was more expression of this in elite media than most people remembered later) 
was offset at the time and ever afterward by a powerful aura of its legitimacy, and its almost mi-
raculous potential for good which had already been realized. For a great many Americans still, the 
Hiroshima and Nagasaki bombs are regarded above all with gratitude, for having saved their own 
lives or the lives of their husbands, brothers, fathers or grandfathers, which would otherwise have 
been at risk in the invasion of Japan. For these Americans and many others, the Bomb was not so 
much an instrument of massacre as a kind of savior, a protector of precious lives.   

Most Americans ever since have seen the destruction of the populations of Hiroshima and Nagasaki 
as necessary and effective—as constituting just means, in effect just terrorism, under the supposed 
circumstances—thus legitimating, in their eyes, the second and third largest single-day massacres in 
history. (The largest, also by the U.S. Army Air Corps, was the firebombing of Tokyo five months 
before on the night of March 9, which burned alive or suffocated 80,000 to 120,000 civilians. Most 
of the very few Americans who are aware of this event at all accept it, too, as appropriate in war-
time.) 

To regard those acts as definitely other than criminal and immoral—as most Americans do—is to 
believe that anything—anything—can be legitimate means: at worst, a necessary, lesser, evil. At 
least, if done by Americans, on the order of a president, during wartime. Indeed, we are the only 
country in the world that believes it won a war by bombing—specifically by bombing cities with 
weapons of mass destruction—and believes that it was fully rightful in doing so. It is a dangerous 
state of mind.   

Even if the premises of these justifications had been realistic (after years of study I’m convinced, 
along with many scholars, that they were not; but I’m not addressing that here), the consequences of 
such beliefs for subsequent policymaking were bound to be fateful. They underlie the American 
government and public’s ready acceptance ever since of basing our security on readiness to carry 
out threats of mass annihilation by nuclear weapons, and the belief by many officials and elites still 
today that abolition of these weapons is not only infeasible but undesirable.  
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By contrast, given a few days’ reflection in the summer of 1945 before a presidential fait accompli 
was framed in that fashion, you didn’t have to be a moral prodigy to arrive at the sense of forebod-
ing we all had in Mr. Patterson’s class. It was as easily available to 13-year-old ninth-graders as it 
was to many Manhattan Project scientists, who also had the opportunity to form their judgments be-
fore the Bomb was used.   

But the scientists knew something else that was unknown to the public and even to most high-level 
decision-makers. They knew that the atomic bombs, the uranium and plutonium fission bombs they 
were preparing, were only the precursors to far more powerful explosives, almost surely including a 
thermonuclear fusion bomb, later called the hydrogen bomb, or H-bomb. That weapon—of which 
we eventually came to have tens of thousands—could have an explosive yield much greater than the 
fission bombs needed to trigger it. A thousand times greater.  

Moreover, most of the scientists who focused on the long-run implications of nuclear weapons, be-
latedly, after the surrender of Germany in May 1945 believed that using the Bomb against Japan 
would make international control of the weapon very unlikely. In turn that would make inevitable a 
desperate arms race, which would soon expose the United States to adversaries’ uncontrolled pos-
session of thermonuclear weapons, so that, as the scientists said in a pre-attack petition to the presi-
dent, “the cities of the United States as well as the cities of other nations will be in continuous dan-
ger of sudden annihilation.” (In this they were proved correct.) They cautioned the president - on 
both moral grounds and considerations of long-run survival of civilization - against beginning this 
process by using the Bomb against Japan even if its use might shorten the war. 

But their petition was sent “through channels” and was deliberately held back by Gen. Leslie 
Groves, director of the Manhattan Project. It never got to the president, or even to Secretary of War 
Henry Stimson until after the Bomb had been dropped. There is no record that the scientists’ con-
cerns about the future and their judgment of a nuclear attack’s impact on it were ever made known 
to President Truman before or after his decisions. Still less, made known to the American public.   

At the end of the war the scientists’ petition and their reasoning were reclassified secret to keep it 
from public knowledge, and its existence was unknown for more than a decade. Several Manhattan 
Project scientists later expressed regret that they had earlier deferred to the demands of the secrecy 
managers—for fear of losing their clearances and positions, and perhaps facing prosecution—and 
had collaborated in maintaining public ignorance on this most vital of issues. 

One of them—Eugene Rabinowitch, who after the war founded and edited the Bulletin of the 
Atomic Scientists (with its Doomsday Clock)—had in fact, after the German surrender in May, ac-
tively considered breaking ranks and alerting the American public to the existence of the Bomb, the 
plans for using it against Japan, and the scientists’ views both of the moral issues and the long-term 
dangers of doing so.  

He first reported this in a letter to The New York Times published on June 28, 1971. It was the day 
I submitted to arrest at the federal courthouse in Boston; for 13 days previous, my wife and I had 
been underground, eluding the FBI while distributing the Pentagon Papers to 17 newspapers after 
injunctions had halted publication in the Times and The Washington Post. The Rabinowitch letter 
began by saying it was “the revelation by The Times of the Pentagon history of U.S. intervention in 
Vietnam, despite its classification as ‘secret’ ” that led him now to reveal:  

“Before the atom bomb-drops on Hiroshima and Nagasaki, I had spent sleepless nights thinking that 
I should reveal to the American people, perhaps through a reputable news organ, the fateful act—
the first introduction of atomic weapons—which the U.S. Government planned to carry out without 
consultation with its people. Twenty-five years later, I feel I would have been right if I had done 
so.”  

I didn’t see this the morning it was published, because I was getting myself arrested and arraigned, 
for doing what Rabinowitch wishes he had done in 1945, and I wish I had done in 1964. I first came 
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across this extraordinary confession by a would-be whistle-blower (I don’t know another like it) in 
“Hiroshima in America: Fifty Years of Denial” by Robert Jay Lifton and Greg Mitchell (New York, 
1995, p. 249). 

Rereading Rabinowitch’s statement, still with some astonishment, I agree with him. He was right to 
consider it, and he would have been right if he had done it. He would have faced prosecution and 
prison then (as I did at the time his letter was published), but he would have been more than justi-
fied, as a citizen and as a human being, in informing the American public and burdening them with 
shared responsibility for the fateful decision. 

Some of the same scientists faced a comparable challenge four years after Hiroshima, addressing 
the possible development of an even more terrible weapon, more fraught with possible danger to 
human survival: the hydrogen bomb. This time some who had urged use of the atom bomb against 
Japan (dissenting from the petitioners above) recommended against even development and testing 
of the new proposal, in view of its “extreme dangers to mankind.” “Let it be clearly realized,” they 
said, “that this is a super weapon; it is in a totally different category from an atomic bomb” (Herbert 
York, “The Advisors” [California, 1976], p. 156). 

Once more, as I learned much later, knowledge of the secret possibility was not completely limited 
to government scientists. A few others—my father, it turns out, was one—knew of this prospect be-
fore it had received the stamp of presidential approval and had become an American government 
project. And once again, under those conditions of prior knowledge (denied as before to the public), 
to grasp the moral and long-run dangers you didn’t have to be a nuclear physicist. My father was 
not.  

Some background is needed here. My father, Harry Ellsberg, was a structural engineer. He worked 
for Albert Kahn in Detroit, the “Arsenal of Democracy.” At the start of the Second World War, he 
was the chief structural engineer in charge of designing the Ford Willow Run plant, a factory to 
make B-24 Liberator bombers for the Air Corps. (On June 1 this year, GM, now owner, announced 
it would close the plant as part of its bankruptcy proceedings.) 

Dad was proud of the fact that it was the world’s largest industrial building under one roof. It put 
together bombers the way Ford produced cars, on an assembly line. The assembly line was a mile 
and a quarter long.   

My father told me that it had ended up L-shaped, instead of in a straight line as he had originally 
designed it. When the site was being prepared, Ford controllers noted that the factory would run 
over a county line, into an adjacent county where the company had less control and local taxes were 
higher. So the design, for the assembly line and the factory housing it, had to be bent at right angles 
to stay inside Ford country. 

Once, my father took me out to Willow Run to see the line in operation. For as far as I could see, 
the huge metal bodies of planes were moving along tracks as workers riveted and installed parts. It 
was like pictures I had seen of steer carcasses in a Chicago slaughterhouse. But as Dad had ex-
plained to me, three-quarters of a mile along, the bodies were moved off the tracks onto a circular 
turntable that rotated them 90 degrees; then they were moved back on track for the last half mile of 
the L. Finally, the planes were rolled out the hangar doors at the end of the factory—one every 
hour: It took 59 minutes on the line to build a plane with its 100,000 parts from start to finish—
filled with gas and flown out to war. (Click here and here for sources and photographs.) 

It was an exciting sight for a 13-year-old. I was proud of my father. His next wartime job had been 
to design a still larger airplane engine factory—again the world’s largest plant under one roof—the 
Dodge Chicago plant, which made all the engines for B-29s. 

When the war ended, Dad accepted an offer to oversee the buildup of the plutonium production fa-
cilities at Hanford, Wash. That project was being run by General Electric under contract with the 
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Atomic Energy Commission. To take the job of chief structural engineer on the project, Dad moved 
from the engineering firm of Albert Kahn, where he had worked for years, to what became Giffels 
& Rossetti. Later he told me that engineering firm had the largest volume of construction contracts 
in the world at that time, and his project was the world’s largest. I grew up hearing these superla-
tives. 

The Hanford project gave my father his first really good salary. But while I was away as a sopho-
more at Harvard, he left his job with Giffels & Rossetti, for reasons I never learned at the time. He 
was out of work for almost a year. Then he went back as chief structural engineer for the whole 
firm. Almost 30 years later, in 1978, when my father was 89, I happened to ask him why he had left 
Giffels & Rossetti. His answer startled me. 

He said, “Because they wanted me to help build the H-bomb.” 

This was a breathtaking statement for me to hear in 1978. I was in full-time active opposition to the 
deployment of the neutron bomb—which was a small H-bomb—that President Jimmy Carter was 
proposing to send to Europe. The N-bomb had a killing radius from its output of neutrons that was 
much wider than its radius of destruction by blast. Optimally, an airburst N-bomb would have little 
fallout nor would it destroy structures, equipment or vehicles, but its neutrons would kill the hu-
mans either outside or within buildings or tanks. The Soviets mocked it as “a capitalist weapon” 
that destroyed people but not property; but they tested such a weapon too, as did other countries. 

I had opposed developing or testing that concept for almost 20 years, since it was first described to 
me by my friend and colleague at the RAND Corp., Sam Cohen, who liked to be known as the “fa-
ther of the neutron bomb.” I feared that, as a “small” weapon with limited and seemingly controlla-
ble lethal effects, it would be seen as usable in warfare, making U.S. first use and “limited nuclear 
war” more likely. It would be the match that would set off an exchange of the much larger, dirty 
weapons which were the bulk of our arsenal and were all that the Soviets then had. 

In the year of this conversation with Dad, I was arrested four times blocking the railroad tracks at 
the Rocky Flats Nuclear Weapons Production Facility, which produced all the plutonium triggers 
for H-bombs and was going to produce the plutonium cores for neutron bombs. One of these arrests 
was on Nagasaki Day, Aug. 9.  The “triggers” produced at Rocky Flats were, in effect, the nuclear 
components of A-bombs, plutonium fission bombs of the type that had destroyed Nagasaki on that 
date in 1945.   

Every one of our many thousands of H-bombs, the thermonuclear fusion bombs that arm our strate-
gic forces, requires a Nagasaki-type A-bomb as its detonator. (I doubt that one American in a hun-
dred knows that simple fact, and thus has a clear understanding of the difference between A- and H-
bombs, or of the reality of the thermonuclear arsenals of the last 50 years).  

Our popular image of nuclear war—from the familiar pictures of the devastation of Nagasaki and 
Hiroshima—is grotesquely misleading. Those pictures show us only what happens to humans and 
buildings when they are hit by what is now just the detonating cap for a modern nuclear weapon. 

The plutonium for these weapons came from Hanford and from the Savannah River Site in Georgia 
and was machined into weapons components at Rocky Flats, in Colorado. Allen Ginsberg and I, 
with many others, blockaded the entrances to the plant on Aug. 9, 1978, to interrupt business as 
usual on the anniversary of the day a plutonium bomb had killed 58,000 humans (about 100,000 
had died by the end of 1945).  

I had never heard before of any connection of my father with the H-bomb. He wasn’t particularly 
wired in to my anti-nuclear work or to any of my activism since the Vietnam War had ended. I 
asked him what he meant by his comment about leaving Giffels & Rossetti. 

 ”They wanted me to be in charge of designing a big plant that would be producing material for an 
H-bomb.” He said that DuPont, which had built the Hanford Site, was to have the contract from the 
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Atomic Energy Commission. That would have been for the Savannah River Site. I asked him when 
this was. 

 ”Late ‘49.” 

 I told him, “You must have the date wrong. You couldn’t have heard about the hydrogen bomb 
then, it’s too early.” I’d just been reading about that, in Herb York’s recent book, “The Advisors.” 
The General Advisory Committee (GAC) of the AEC—chaired by Robert Oppenheimer and includ-
ing James Conant, Enrico Fermi and Isidor Rabi—were considering that fall whether or not to 
launch a crash program for an H-bomb. That was the “super weapon” referred to earlier. They had 
advised strongly against it, but President Truman overruled them.  

“Truman didn’t make the decision to go ahead till January 1950. Meanwhile the whole thing was 
super-secret. You couldn’t have heard about it in ‘49.” 

My father said, “Well, somebody had to design the plant if they were going to go ahead. I was the 
logical person. I was in charge of the structural engineering of the whole project at Hanford after the 
war. I had a Q clearance.” 

 That was the first I’d ever heard that he’d had had a Q clearance—an AEC clearance for nuclear 
weapons design and stockpile data. I’d had that clearance myself in the Pentagon—along with close 
to a dozen other special clearances above top-secret—after I left the RAND Corp. for the Defense 
Department in 1964. It was news to me that my father had had a clearance, but it made sense that he 
would have needed one for Hanford.  

I said, “So you’re telling me that you would have been one of the only people in the country, out-
side the GAC, who knew we were considering building the H-bomb in 1949?” 

 He said, “I suppose so. Anyway, I know it was late ‘49, because that’s when I quit.” 

“Why did you quit?” 

“I didn’t want to make an H-bomb. Why, that thing was going to be 1,000 times more powerful 
than the A-bomb!”  

I thought, score one for his memory at 89. He remembered the proportion correctly. That was the 
same factor Oppenheimer and the others predicted in their report in 1949.  They were right. The 
first explosion of a true H-bomb, five years later, had a thousand times the explosive power of the 
Hiroshima blast.  

At 15 megatons—the equivalent of 15 million tons of high explosive—it was over a million times 
more powerful than the largest conventional bombs of World War II. That one bomb had almost 
eight times the explosive force of all the bombs we dropped in that war: more than all the explo-
sions in all the wars in human history. In 1961, the Soviets tested a 58-megaton H-bomb. 

My father went on: “I hadn’t wanted to work on the A-bomb, either. But then Einstein seemed to 
think that we needed it, and it made sense to me that we had to have it against the Russians. So I 
took the job, but I never felt good about it. 

“Then when they told me they were going to build a bomb 1,000 times bigger, that was it for me. I 
went back to my office and I said to my deputy, ‘These guys are crazy. They have an A-bomb, now 
they want an H-bomb. They’re going to go right through the alphabet till they have a Z-bomb.’ ” 

I said, “Well, so far they’ve only gotten up to N.” 

He said, “There was another thing about it that I couldn’t stand. Building these things generated a 
lot of radioactive waste. I wasn’t responsible for designing the containers for the waste, but I knew 
they were bound to leak eventually. That stuff was deadly forever. It was radioactive for 24,000 
years.” 
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Again he had turned up a good figure. I said, “Your memory is working pretty well. It would be 
deadly a lot longer than that, but that’s about the half-life of plutonium.” 

There were tears in his eyes. He said huskily, “I couldn’t stand the thought that I was working on a 
project that was poisoning parts of my own country forever, that might make parts of it uninhabit-
able for thousands of years.” 

I thought over what he’d said; then I asked him if anyone else working with him had had misgiv-
ings. He didn’t know. 

“Were you the only one who quit?” He said yes. He was leaving the best job he’d ever had, and he 
didn’t have any other to turn to. He lived on savings for a while and did some consulting.  

I thought about Oppenheimer and Conant—both of whom had recommended dropping the atomic 
bomb on Hiroshima—and Fermi and Rabi, who had, that same month Dad was resigning, expressed 
internally their opposition to development of the superbomb in the most extreme terms possible: It 
was potentially “a weapon of genocide ... carries much further than the atomic bomb itself the pol-
icy of exterminating civilian populations ... whose power of destruction is essentially unlimited ... a 
threat to the future of the human race which is intolerable ... a danger to humanity as a whole ... 
necessarily an evil thing considered in any light” (York, “The Advisor,” pp. 155-159). 

Not one of these men risked his clearance by sharing his anxieties and the basis for them with the 
American public. Oppenheimer and Conant considered resigning their advisory positions when the 
president went ahead against their advice. But they were persuaded-by Dean Acheson-not to quit at 
that time, lest that draw public attention to their expert judgment that the president’s course fatally 
endangered humanity.   

I asked my father what had made him feel so strongly, to act in a way that nobody else had done.  
He said, “You did.” 

That didn’t make any sense. I said, “What do you mean? We didn’t discuss this at all. I didn’t know 
anything about it.” 

 Dad said, “It was earlier. I remember you came home with a book one day, and you were crying. It 
was about Hiroshima. You said, ‘Dad, you’ve got to read this. It’s the worst thing I’ve ever read.’ ” 

 I said that must have been John Hersey’s book “Hiroshima.” (I read it when it came out as a book. I 
was in the hospital when it filled The New Yorker in August 1946.) I didn’t remember giving it to 
him. 

“Yes. Well, I read it, and you were right. That’s when I started to feel bad about working on an 
atomic bomb project. And then when they said they wanted me to work on a hydrogen bomb, it was 
too much for me. I thought it was time for me to get out.” 

I asked if he had told his bosses why he was quitting. He said he told some people, not others. The 
ones he told seemed to understand his feelings. In fact, in less than a year, the head of the firm 
called to say that they wanted him to come back as chief structural engineer for the whole firm. 
They were dropping the DuPont contract (they didn’t say why), so he wouldn’t have to have any-
thing to do with the AEC or bomb-making. He stayed with them till he retired. 

I said, finally, “Dad, how could I not ever have heard any of this before? How come you never said 
anything about it?” 

My father said, “Oh, I couldn’t tell any of this to my family. You weren’t cleared.” 

Well, I finally got my clearances, a decade after my father gave his up. And for some years, they 
were my undoing, though they turned out to be useful in the end. A decade later they allowed me to 
read the Pentagon Papers and to keep them in my “Top Secret” safe at the RAND Corp., from 
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which I eventually delivered them to the Senate Foreign Relations Committee and later to 19 news-
papers.  

We have long needed and lacked the equivalent of the Pentagon Papers on the subject of nuclear 
policies and preparations, nuclear threats and decision-making: above all in the United States and 
Russia but also in the other nuclear-weapons states. I deeply regret that I did not make known to 
Congress, the American public and the world the extensive documentation of persistent and still-
unknown nuclear dangers that was available to me 40 to 50 years ago as a consultant to and official 
in the executive branch working on nuclear war plans, command and control and nuclear crises. 
Those in nuclear-weapons states who are in a position now to do more than I did then to alert their 
countries and the world to fatally reckless secret policies should take warning from the earlier inac-
tion of myself and others: and do better. 

That I had high-level access and played such a role in nuclear planning is, of course, deeply ironic 
in view of the personal history recounted above. My feelings of revulsion and foreboding about nu-
clear weapons had not changed an iota since 1945, and they have never left me. Since I was 14, the 
overriding objective of my life has been to prevent the occurrence of nuclear war.  

There was a close analogy with the Manhattan Project. Its scientists—most of whom hoped the 
Bomb would never be used for anything but as a threat to deter Germany—were driven by a plausi-
ble but mistaken fear that the Nazis were racing them. Actually the Nazis had rejected the pursuit of 
the atomic bomb on practical grounds in June 1942, just as the Manhattan Project was beginning. 
Similarly, I was one of many in the late ‘50s who were misled and recruited into the nuclear arms 
race by exaggerated, and in this case deliberately manipulated, fears of Soviet intentions and crash 
efforts.   

Precisely because I did receive clearances and was exposed to top-secret intelligence estimates, in 
particular from the Air Force, I, along with my colleagues at the RAND Corp., came to be preoccu-
pied with the urgency of averting nuclear war by deterring a Soviet surprise attack that would ex-
ploit an alleged “missile gap.” That supposed dangerous U.S. inferiority was exactly as unfounded 
in reality as the fear of the Nazi crash bomb program had been, or, to pick a more recent example, 
as concern over Saddam Hussein’s supposed WMDs and nuclear pursuit in 2003.   

Working conscientiously, obsessively, on a wrong problem, countering an illusory threat, I and my 
colleagues distracted ourselves and helped distract others from dealing with real dangers posed by 
the mutual and spreading possession of nuclear weapons—dangers which we were helping make 
worse—and from real opportunities to make the world more secure. Unintentionally, yet inexcusa-
bly, we made our country and the world less safe.   

Eventually the Soviets did emulate us in creating a world-threatening nuclear capability on hair-
trigger alert. That still exists; Russian nuclear posture and policies continue, along with ours, to en-
danger our countries, civilization and much of life itself. But the persistent reality has been that the 
nuclear arms race has been driven primarily by American initiatives and policies and that every ma-
jor American decision in this 64-year-old nuclear era has been accompanied by unwarranted con-
cealment, deliberate obfuscation, and official and public delusions.   

I have believed for a long time that official secrecy and deceptions about our nuclear weapons pos-
ture and policies and their possible consequences have threatened the survival of the human species. 
To understand the urgency of radical changes in our nuclear policies that may truly move the world 
toward abolition of nuclear weapons, we need a new understanding of the real history of the nuclear 
age.  

Using the new opportunities offered by the Internet—drawing attention to newly declassified 
documents and to some realities still concealed—I plan over the next year, before the 65th anniver-
sary of Hiroshima, to do my part in unveiling this hidden history.  
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Sintesi dell’articolo 
 
 

(Pag. 1) -  L’Autore aveva 14 anni quando venne a sapere dai giornali che gli USA avevano sgan-
ciato una bomba atomica su Hiroshima. 
Il fatto lo colpì molto in quanto egli già sapeva che doveva trattarsi di una bomba all’uranio 235, 
della quale nove mesi prima si era discusso a scuola. 
 
(Pag. 2) -  Il suo professore aveva spiegato il concetto sociologico di “ritardo culturale”, eviden-
ziando che lo sviluppo della tecnologia è di norma molto più rapido degli altri aspetti culturali, che 
restano indietro, sicché viene meno la capacità di controllare e valutare bene i nuovi mezzi tecnolo-
gici. Ipotizzando che fosse possibile costruire una bomba atomica (sulla base di una teoria scoperta 
in Germania nel 1938 e della quale i giornali avevano liberamente parlato negli anni 1939-40), il 
professore pose agli studenti queste domande: che implicazioni ci sarebbero per l’umanità? come 
sarebbe impiegata? favorirebbe la pace o servirebbe soltanto a distruggere? 
Dopo alcuni giorni gli studenti dettero delle risposte scritte negative, più o meno simili, perché 
l’umanità non avrebbe saputo gestire una forza talmente distruttiva in grado di annientare intere cit-
tà. E sarebbe stato male che fosse costruita sia dalla Germania nazista sia dai paesi democratici.  
Questi pensieri erano ben presenti nella mente di Ellsberg quando vide il titolo del giornale il 6 ago-
sto. Egli si era poi sentito a disagio dal tono di voce del presidente Truman, quando annunciò alla 
radio il successo americano nella corsa alla Bomba e la sua efficacia contro il Giappone.  
 
(Pag. 3) -  Benché ammirasse Truman, l’A. rimase turbato perché non colse in lui il senso della tra-
gedia e il timore per il futuro. Comprese in tal modo che i leaders non colgono bene tutte le possibili 
conseguenze delle decisioni che prendono. 
L’A. ritiene di aver messo insieme nella sua mente due tragedie: la distruzione di Hiroshima e la di-
sgrazia che colpì 11 mesi dopo la sua famiglia e lui stesso. Nel luglio 1946 il padre ebbe un grave 
incidente d’auto perché si era addormentato al volante. Vi morirono la madre e la sorella di David 
Ellsberg, che riportò varie ferite e rimase in coma per 36 ore.  
In seguito, dagli eventi dell’agosto 1945 e del luglio 1946, l’A. trasse inconsciamente lo stesso mes-
saggio: egli amava il padre e rispettava Truman, ma non ci si può affidare del tutto ad un’autorità, 
quantunque sia stimata e operi onestamente secondo le migliori intenzioni. È necessario vigilare e 
svegliarla se sta dormendo al volante. Egli si accorse però che questa sua posizione nei riguardi del-
la Bomba e di Truman lo allontanava da tutti, dai parenti, dagli amici e dalla maggioranza degli a-
mericani facendolo apparire non patriottico. 
 
(Pag. 4)  -  Il fatto è che nessuno ebbe occasione di riflettere per un’intera settimana (come l’A.) sul 
problema etico della Bomba, prima che questa fosse impiegata, eccetto forse qualche scienziato che 
faceva parte del Progetto Manhattan. Quando la Bomba fu impiegata da un paese democratico, per 
vincere il regime nazista e per finire la guerra anticipatamente, sorse subito la convinzione che la 
Bomba avesse salvato molte vite, che l’annientamento di Hiroshima e Nagasaki fosse stato necessa-
rio, come il bombardamento incendiario di Tokio (il 9 marzo 1945) in cui morirono 80.000 - 
120.000 persone, bruciate vive. 
Nacque così il pernicioso stato mentale secondo cui la sicurezza degli Americani avrebbe dovuto 
poggiare sulla minaccia dell’uso di armi nucleari e che la loro proibizione non solo sia irrealizzabile 
ma persino non auspicabile. 
 
(Pag. 5)  -   Gli scienziati del Progetto Manhattan sapevano che alla bomba atomica sarebbe succe-
duta quella termonucleare, migliaia di volte più potente. Sapevano anche che l’impiego della Bom-
ba contro il Giappone avrebbe reso molto improbabile il controllo internazionale sulla sua produ-
zione, che vi sarebbe stata una corsa agli armamenti nucleari e che gli Stati Uniti sarebbero stati 
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sempre esposti all’annientamento istantaneo delle loro città. Scrissero perciò al Presidente di essere 
contrari all’uso della Bomba contro il Giappone - sulla base di considerazioni morali e per il rischio 
a lungo termine di sopravvivenza dell’intera umanità – “anche se l’impiego della Bomba poteva ab-
breviare la guerra”. La loro richiesta fu deliberatamente bloccata dal direttore del Progetto Manhat-
tan. Non ci sono prove che quella petizione (rimasta classificata) sia stata letta dal Presidente prima 
o dopo la sua decisione di impiegare la Bomba. 
Solo nel giugno 1971 un certo Rabinowitch la rese nota al New York Times, poco dopo che David 
Ellsberg fu posto agli arresti per aver inviato ai giornali i documenti segreti, cosiddetti “Pentagon 
Papers” [sono uno studio di vaste dimensioni sulle cause e modalità che hanno condotto gli Stati 
Uniti a trovarsi coinvolti in Vietnam. Da essi si evince, fra l’altro, che Lyndon Johnson aveva in-
gannato l’opinione pubblica riguardo alla conduzione del conflitto]. L’A. venne a conoscenza della 
rivelazione di Rabinowitch attraverso la lettura del libro “Hiroshima in America: Fifty Years of De-
nial” by Robert Jay Lifton and Greg Mitchell (New York, 1995, p. 249). 

 
(Pag. 6) -  Alcuni scienziati che avevano sollecitato l’uso della Bomba si dichiarano contrari a pro-
durre e a sperimentare quella all’idrogeno. Pochi altri sapevano di questo progetto e, fra questi, il 
padre di David Ellsberg. Egli era un ingegnere che dirigeva la gigantesca fabbrica per la costruzione 
dei bombardieri B-24 Liberator (poteva sfornare un bombardiere ogni 59 minuti!). Poi egli fu inca-
ricato di realizzare un’altra enorme fabbrica di motori per i B-29. Alla fine della guerra ebbe 
l’incarico di sovrintendere alla costruzione degli impianti per la produzione del plutonio. 
 
(Pag. 7 – 8 – 9)  - Molto più tardi l’A. chiese a suo padre perché avesse lasciato quest’ultimo lavoro 
e la risposta che ne ebbe fu: “perché volevano che li aiutassi a costruire la Bomba H”. Nelle pagine 
indicate l’A. rievoca l’atteggiamento del padre e di alcuni scienziati che, pur ravvisando l’enorme 
potenzialità della Bomba H, hanno continuato a lavorarci per non perdere il posto di lavoro. 
   
(Pag. 10) – Mancano documenti simili alle Pentagon Papers sulle politiche nucleari, sulle minacce 
nucleari e su come si prendono le decisioni in materia. Mancano negli USA, come in Russia e negli 
altri stati muniti di armi nucleari. 
Ellsberg è profondamente dispiaciuto di non aver informato il Congresso e il pubblico americano 
dei rischi nucleari che gli erano noti 40-50 anni fa, in quanto funzionario della branca esecutiva dei 
piani nucleari. Spera che coloro i quali oggi hanno la possibilità di far conoscere come stanno le co-
se nei paesi nucleari facciano meglio di lui.  
Gli scienziati del Progetto Manhattan erano motivati dal timore che i nazisti potessero costruire 
l’atomica. Ma quando il Progetto Manhattan iniziò essi avevano già rinunciato a realizzarla, per 
problemi pratici, nel giugno 1942. Anche Ellsberg, alla fine degli anni 50, fu coinvolto nella piani-
ficazione nucleare sulla base di manipolati timori circa le intenzioni dei sovietici. Bisognava sco-
raggiare un attacco di sorpresa da parte dell’URSS. Ma si trattava di false informazioni, come quel-
le relative al possesso di armi di distruzione di massa da parte di Saddam. In modo non intenzionale 
egli, insieme ad altri, ha contribuito a rendere il mondo meno sicuro. I sovietici hanno emulato gli 
americani nel creare una minaccia nucleare mondiale e ora i russi continuano sulla stessa linea. Tut-
tavia la realtà è che la corsa agli armamenti nucleari è primariamente causata dalle iniziative politi-
che americane, che in questi 64 anni sono state accompagnate da disinformazione e deliberati silen-
zi.  L’A. è da tempo convinto che la segretezza e le false notizie riguardanti le armi nucleari minac-
cino la sopravvivenza della specie umana. Egli si ripromette di svelare questo aspetto sconosciuto, 
prima del prossimo 65° anniversario della distruzione di Hiroshima. 

 

_________________ 
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Commento della redazione 

 

1. David Ellsberg intende dimostrare che l’opinione pubblica americana, come sulla guerra del 
Vietnam, è sempre stata all’oscuro o premeditatamente mal informata delle intenzioni e delle deci-
sioni politiche riguardanti la pianificazione e l’uso degli armamenti atomici e nucleari. Tali questio-
ni, coperte da elevati livelli di segretezza, sono infatti note a pochissime persone, che diventano così 
responsabili della sorte di milioni d’ignari cittadini. In questo campo, non c’è alcuna differenza fra 
regimi democratici e dittatoriali. 
     
2.  Forse nessun governante pensa davvero d’impiegare le armi nucleari. Tuttavia il settore della ri-
cerca scientifico-militare è attivamente orientato ad acquisire la supremazia assoluta o almeno a non 
rimanere troppo distanziato dalle altre potenze nucleari. Di qui la prima spinta ad incrementare 
l’arsenale delle armi nucleari e a migliorane di continuo le prestazioni in dipendenza dei progressi 
tecnologici. 
     La seconda spinta è data dalla potente lobby degli armamenti,2 in parte destinati all’esportazione 
e in parte per la difesa da ipotetici “nemici”. Solo quest’ultimo punto potrebbe essere in qualche 
modo controllato dall’opinione pubblica, se i mass media fossero realmente liberi da dipendenze 
politiche ed economico-finanziarie. La vicenda della presunta esistenza di armi di distruzione di 
massa da parte di Saddam dimostra infatti che il potere politico è capace di sfornare al momento 
opportuno le informazioni che gli servono. 
     Oggi, la più pericolosa manipolazione della realtà è quella che presenta la Russia come “nemico 
numero uno” dell’Occidente. Ci sono molteplici ragioni che consiglierebbero di “integrare” la Rus-
sia nel sistema economico europeo ed invece l’opinione pubblica è informata in modo fazioso allo 
scopo di giustificare iniziative politico-militari volte al suo accerchiamento strategico.3 Questa poli-
tica, che origina dagli Stati Uniti ed è fatta propria da Bruxelles, innesca inevitabilmente una rea-
zione a catena della quale non si conoscono affatto quali potranno essere le conseguenze finali. 
 
3.  La giustificazione storica del bombardamento atomico di Hiroshima ha incrinato la coscienza e-
tica, che da allora è divenuta capace di costruire armi da genocidio. Siamo bambini incoscienti o 
criminali incalliti quando “giochiamo” alla guerra in ambiente atomico oppure quando si raccoman-
da, su un’autorevole rivista,4 che la rappresaglia nucleare deve “annientare aree sufficientemente 
vaste delle città dell’attaccante”? 
     L’indignazione e le bandiere della pace lasciano il tempo che trovano. In concreto, la via da se-
guire è solo quella della cooperazione e dell’integrazione, a qualunque costo: 

     «Quando voglio rassicurarmi sulla nostra sorte di domani, non guardo né ai discorsi 
ufficiali, né alle manifestazioni ‘pacifiste’, né agli obiettori di coscienza. Ma i miei oc-
chi si girano istintivamente dalla parte delle istituzioni e dei raggruppamenti sempre più 
numerosi».5 

_______________ 

 
                                                 
2  Va ricordato il memorabile ammonimento di Eisenhower (“Military-Industrial Complex Speech” 1961) «In the coun-
cils of government, we must guard against the acquisition of unwarranted influence, whether sought or unsought, by the 
military industrial complex. The potential for the disastrous rise of misplaced power exists and will persist. We must 
never let the weight of this combination endanger our liberties or democratic processes. We should take nothing for 
granted. Only an alert and knowledgeable citizenry can compel the proper meshing of the huge industrial and military 
machinery of defense with our peaceful methods and goals, so that security and liberty may prosper together».  
                                                                                   http://avalon.law.yale.edu/20th_century/eisenhower001.asp  
3  Di ciò è detto ampiamente in Biosfera: la minaccia delle armi nucleari, http://www.biosferanoosfera.it/it/studi  
4  http://www.foreignaffairs.org/20060301faessay85204/keir-a-lieber-daryl-g-press/the-rise-of-u-s-nuclear-primacy.html  
5  P. Teilhard de Chardin, L’avvenire dell’uomo, il Saggiatore, Milano 1972, p. 238. 


